Introduction to STEM-CIP
Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics-Curriculum Integration
Program (STEM-CIP) is an innovative approach to the design of curriculum
and instructional materials in which the disciplines of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics are taught as one, rather than being distinct and
separate as in the past. The natural connections among the four disciplines,
which have always been there in the past in research labs and professional
rofes
work, have not traditionally been emphasised in the design and
nd process of
present day education. The (upper primary, middle and high
h school)
chool) modules
mod
of the STEM Curriculum Integration Program have been designed
gned to engage
eng
enga
students in stimulating, authentic and contemporary problem-based
blem-based SSTEM
scenarios involving the life, p
physical, environmental
earth/space sciences,
al and earth/spac
technology and engineering,
and mathematics. Drawing from th
ring,
g, an
the best in STEM
pedagogy, the STEM-CIP
students
to
IP modules
odul provide
p
dents
nts with the opportunity
op
learn age appropriate
and processes,
ate concepts, skills
ski
s
cesses, and to acquire STEM attitudes and “habits
its of mind”.
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STEM-CIP

Curriculum Design
Template

All modules
STEM-CIP have
es within STEM-C
STEMve been
n designed using principles of Understanding
(Wiggins and
1998). Understanding by Design
ng byy Design (Wig
(W
nd McTighe,
cTighe, 199
1998
(UbD)
well-known curriculum
D) iss a well-know
well-kno
iculum design process
pr
used to write units (modules
instruction) in a three-stage
process — Desired
Results, Assessment
les of instruction
ee-stage proce
red R
Re
education, tertiary
Evidence and tthe Learning
rning Plan. Many departments
rtmentss of e
educ
rtia
and universities,
entire school
advocate the
institutions a
iversities, and en
ent
hool systems advo
adv
he use of Understanding by Design
process for teaching
derstandin
esign as a contemporary
conte
ry planning proc
pro
ching and
assessing applicable
standards.
assessi
assessin
lic e standard
standards
Many authors,
among
Ma
hors, amon
amo them
em Reeves
es (2003), Marzano,
Marzan Pickering
ering
ring and McTighe
McTigh
(1993) and Lantz (2
(2004)
(200 have been
n proponents of performance-based
formance-based
ormance-based assessasse
ment
students must
what theyy know
through
nt in which stude
studen
st demonstrate
emonstrate wh
now and can do th
the
performance tasks.
he completion
ompletion o
of meaningful
ingful
ngful performan
performanc
s. All modules wit
within STEM-CIP
opportunities for
engage in
tasks and
present oppo
opportu
or students to en
n performance-based
ormance-ba
traditional forms
such as selectedassessments along with
assessments,
th
h more traditi
traditio
rms of assessmen
assessment, su
respons items.
response
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5E Teaching,
Learning and
d
Assessing Cycle
cle

modiﬁed
learning and assessing c
cycle, incorporated into all
Am
d 5E teaching
teaching, le
cycle
based upon
ndings about how students learn
SSTEM-CIP
CIP modules, is b
ba
pon research ﬁn
nding
science.
ndings indicate
learn best when they have an
ce. These ﬁndin
nd
cate
e that stud
students le
opportunity
in
environment
nity to engage
eng
n explorations
plorations in a hands-on/minds-on
ha
in which they
make and
ey m
nd pose explanations
explanation for their discoveries. Engagement,
exp
Exploration, Explanation,
and Evaluation are the recursive phases
nation,
on, Elaboratio
Elaboration a
of the 5E teaching,
cycle. A brief guide to the 5E model
ng, learning
rning and assessing
asse
appears next.
The Orig
Original 5E Model – At-a-glance Guide
Origina
(Trowbridge
(T
& Bybee, 1996)

Engage

This stage is designed to interest students in the learning, linking it with past learning and common background knowledge. It stimulates curiosity and promotes
questioning, while linking the learning to real world experiences. This has a twofold
purpose – it interests students in what is coming, while simultaneously showing them
the purpose for the learning by situating it in their existing worldview. Teachers can
guide this stage by asking speciﬁc questions to elicit prior knowledge from students.
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Explore
This stage allows students to directly engage with key concepts by inciting them to
probe, enquire and question, using their existing knowledge to connect it to new
concepts and ideas. These connections may occur rapidly, or may need to be broken down several times before they are clear. The teacher is responsible for directing questioning appropriately and providing probing questions to push children in
the right direction.

Explain
In this stage, students begin to logically sequence events and facts from their exploration, with a view to being able to communicate this information to others. The
teacher can use this stage to act as a facilitator, offering further explanations
anations an
and
clarifying terms, etc, as necessary. This stage is useful in ascertaining
ng the learne
learner’s
development and grasp of the key ideas and concepts so far.

Elaborate
This stage allows students to
o exp
expand what they’ve learned
earned so far and to connect this
directly with their prior knowledge
wledge and learning, hopefully
pefully reach
reaching understanding.
The teacher can therefore
ore verify stu
student understanding
anding fully at this stage.

Evaluate

w
ro
B
Levels of Inquiry

6

Breakdow of Activities
Breakdown
ctivities
es by 5E

TOPIC / CONTENT
TENT

5E

Module Engagement
M
eme
Let’s Soar: Launch
unch a Rocket
and Introduce
e Module
Performance
ce Task
Tas

Engage,
gage, Evaluate

Activity
ity 1

Dissolving
ng Materia
Materials

Explore, Ex
Explain, Evaluate

Activity 2

Alka-Seltzer and Water

Explore, Explain, Evaluate

Activity 3

g
Temperature and Dissolving
e
Time

Expl
Explore,
Explain, Evaluate

Activ
Activity 4

Particle
P
Size and Dissolving
Time
T

Explore, Explain, Evaluate

Activityy 5

Different
D
Liquids
uids and Diss
Dissolving
Time

Explore, Explain, Evaluate

Activity 6

F
What iss Form and Function?

Explore, Explain, Evaluate

Activity 7

Engineering
ngineering Your
Y
Rocket

Elaborate, Evaluate

Activity 8

Engineering Your Rocket:
Redesign and Launch Day

Elaborate, Evaluate

Activity 9

What Goes
Go Up Must Come
Down
Dow

Elaborate, Evaluate

Activity 10

What Might Affect Gravity?

Elaborate, Evaluate

Activity 11

Rhythms of Gravity

Elaborate, Evaluate
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TITLE
TLE

Ed
u
he
r
n

H

aw

The process off evaluation shou
should occur throughout
roughout the learning experience, allowing the teacher
er to determin
determine whether the learner h
has reached the level of understanding needed
eeded at eve
every stage. More
e formal eval
evaluation, however, can now be
ted. If at any point the
e teacher decide
conducted.
decides that a student has not reached the
red level, they simply go back to the app
age.
desired
appropriate stage.

All the example standards (derived from the US National Science Education
Standards, the US National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Standards, the
US National Education Technology Standards for Students and the Standards
for Technological Literacy) utilised in STEM-CIP modules call for teaching,
implementing and assessing student understanding of inquiry throughout the
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curriculum. As a result, four scaffolded levels of inquiry are included in most
modules, starting with the most structured form — conﬁrmatory inquiry, moving on to structured inquiry, then to guided inquiry and ﬁnally to open inquiry.
As students learn the skills and processes, and the content of inquiry, they are
challenged by activities that become increasingly more open.
One of the goals of STEM-CIP is to develop mathematical power for all students
through an integration of science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
Exemplary STEM curriculum modules should include performance
ce tasks
tas that
engage students and deepen their understandings of mathematics
atics and its applications, and at the same time promote the investigation and
mathend growth of m
ma
matical ideas. A key question that is addressed in all STEM-CIP
M-CIP
P modules is “What
enabling mathematical knowledge (facts, concepts and
nd principles)
rinciples) and skills
(procedures) will students ne
need to perform effectively
vely and achieve desired
d
results (Stage One of UbD)?”
D)?”
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Mathematics in
STEM-CIP Modules

• Mathematics data
performance
STEM-CIP modules proata on studen
student p
nce from STEMSTEM-C
vide mathematics
and
maticss teachers a
an curriculum
iculum
um designer
designers with a way to sequence mathematics stan
standards and
stand
nd indicators,
icators, an
and to plan instructional
strategies.
disaggregated mathematics
STEM-CIP provide
ies.
s. The disaggreg
athematics
ematics data from
f
answers
sequence of mathematical
units and also generate queswers to the seque
thematical un
tions
maths curriculum.
ons about a math
culum.
m

Questions
are:
uestions
ons that may need to be addressed a

w

we sequence
when
our mathematics
• How do w
ence our mathematics
mathem
math
curriculum
iculum whe
w
athe
was not written
text wa
ritten in the sam
same order??
What are the strengths and weaknesses
• W
Wha
w
esses of our mathematics
math
mat
cs students?
dents?
Although
prior knowledge
some
• A
gh pr
knowled and
d skills were taught,
taugh
tau
e students
udents have not
demonstrated
proﬁci
ciency. Why??
monstrated
ated p
• Whatt type of re
remediation
rem
n model
odel was used?
use
used
enrichment
• What type of e
ment model was
w used?
u
ed?
• What types of professional
ofessional
fessional development
develop
needs were identi
identiﬁ
ﬁed
does STEM-CIP
mathematics
wider milestone/
• How do
-CIP
CIP mathema
mathemat data
a compare
mpare with w
wide
benchmark data
data?
be
benc
What other
resources
• W
her resource
resourc are
re needed
d to “enable”
enable” our students?
stud

B

ro

Assessment
nt of
Studentt Work

Teacher’s Guide (TG)

Formative
summative performance-based
assessments have been thoughttive and summati
formance-based
mance-based asse
a
fully sequenced
ample opportunities for students,
equenced and scaffolded
lded
d to provide ampl
teachers, paren
and others
progress. An end of module sumparents a
hers to assess student
stud
mative assessment
contains
sm
ntains
ns selecte
selected- and constructed-response items.

Extensive rubrics are provided for ope
open-ended, performance-based questions
and other performances
be scored using typical right or wrong
ormances
mances that cannot
canno
ca
multiple-choice
addition, most activities within STEM-CIP contain an
oice
e items. In additi
additio
end-of-activity
called “Check Your Understanding” which consists of
vityy evaluation call
selected-response
that lend themselves to the use of Student Response
onse iitems th
Systems for ease of scoring
and immediate feedback on student understandsscor
ing. Each activity within
th the modules is accompanied by scoring tools, including a variety of ﬁeld-tested and US National Science Teachers Association
(NSTA) endorsed performance list, holistic and analytical rubrics.
The Teacher’s Guide (TG) provides much detail about implementing the
module. A matrix of example standards, consisting of the US National Science
Education Standards, the US National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
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Algebraic
Expressions

Evaluate formulas and algebraic expressions given the value of the
variables.
33. What is the value of the expression x + 32, when x = 18?
D. 50
34. What is the value of the expression 2L + 2W when L = 16 and W = 12?
C. 56
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nce the
he car travelled?
trav
trave
35. A car travelled at 35 kph for 3 ½ hours. What is the distance
arest whole number.
num
Use the formula d = r · t. Round your answer to the nearest
D. 123 kilometres

Patterns and
Functions

volving
g patterns
pattern and functions
pat
unctions
ctions using a calculator
Solve problems involving
te.
when appropriate.
he values for “x” and “y”??
36. What are the
Hours Worked
orked (h)
Toys Produced
roduced (p
(p)

1

2

3

4

80

y

4

8

12

16
1

x

400

D. x = 320 y = 100
00

37. What a
are the values for “a” and “b”?
Da (d)
Days
Total Spiders
ers (t)
D. a = 448

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14

28

56

112

224

a

b

b = 896
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38. How man
many dots are
re needed for dr
drawing m and
nd n?

Function
Functio
Functional
elati
Relationship

•

•
•

1

2

•
•

C. m = 36

• • •
• • •
• • •

•
•
•
•

3

4

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

m

n

6

8

n = 64

Given a functional
nctional
ional relationsh
relationship, describe how a change in one variable
results in a change in tthe o
other.
er de
describ
39. Which answer
describes how a change in “x” results in a change in “y”?
x
y

2

4

6

8

10

10

20

30

40

50

A. as “x” increases by 2, “y” increases by 10

38
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Activity 9: What Goes Up Must Come Down
Activity
Description

Activity 9 is a post-launch, structured inquiry. It reinforces and extends the students’ understanding of the force of gravity which they have been experiencing
and are beginning to build an understanding of throughout Activities 7 and 8.

WHERETO
Elements

E — How will we EQUIP students to EXPLORE and EXPERIENCE the expected
performances?
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T — How will we TAILOR learning to the varied needs, interests
sts and learning
learn
learnin
styles of different students?

Materials
Needed

Background
Information

•
•
•
•
•

Tennis ball
Cricket ball
Ping pong ball
Pencil
Ruler

Gravity is a force of attraction
that exists between
att
attra
betwee
betwe any two objects. There is a
force
the
e of gravity between
betwe
betw
e sun and the Earth,
Ear between
Ea
wee the Earth and us, and
even
ven between two marbles.
es. Projectiles, satellites,
sa
s
s, planets,
planet
lane galaxies and clusgravity.
ters of galaxies are all inﬂuenced by gr
the weakest
forces
Gravity is th
kest of the four known
kn
orces of nature, yet
ye it is the
he most
ost domido
force. Even though
weakestt force, gravity holds
nant forc
hough it’s the w
hol entire
ho
re solar
lar systems
galaxies tog
together.r. The law of universal
and ga
iversal
versal gravitation says that
hat every object a
attracts everyy other
objects,
trac
er object
o
t with
wi a force
w
rce
e that, for any two
t
ects, is directly proporpropo
p
tional to
each object
proportional
of the
o the mass of
o e
ect and
nd inversely p
ional
onal to the square
squa o
distance
ance between th
the two objects.
bjects.
s.
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popular story that Newton was sitting under
There
e is a popula
er an apple tree when an
his head,
Law
apple fell on h
d, and he suddenly
sudden thought
ght of the Universal
Unive
L of Gravitaall such legends,
almost certainly
its details, but the
tion. As in a
ends,
nds, this is a
ainly not true in it
contains elemen
elements of wha
story co
con
what actuallyy happened.

more correct version of the
Wha really happened with
What
w the apple?
le? Probably
Probably the m
mor
story
is that
from a tree, began to think
st
sto
hat
at Newton, upon
upo observing
ving an apple fal
fall fro
along the following line
lines: The
accelerated,
since its velocity changes
e apple
ple is accelerated
accelera
from zero
hanging on the
ero as it is ha
han
he tree and moves toward the ground. Thus, by
Newton’s 2nd L
Law there mustt be a force that acts on the apple to cause this
acceleration. L
Let’s call
and the associated acceleration the “acll this
is force “gravity”
“gra
a
celeration due to gravity”.
imagine the apple tree is twice as high. Again,
ty”. Then imagin
ima
we expect the apple
e to be accelerated
accelerate toward the ground, so this suggests that
accel
this force that
to the top of the tallest apple tree.
at we
e call gravity reaches
reac
rea
Now comes Newton’s trul
brilliant insight — if the force of gravity reaches to
truly br
the top of the highest
highes tree, might it not reach even further — might it not reach
all the way to the orbit
or of
o the Moon? If so, the orbit of the Moon about the Earth
could be a consequence of the gravitational force, because the acceleration
due to gravity could change the velocity of the Moon in just such a way that it
followed an orbit around the earth.
Galileo was probably the ﬁrst to look closely at the way objects fell down to
Earth. Legend has it that he climbed to the top of the leaning Tower of Pisa
and from there dropped simultaneously heavy and light balls, noting that they
hit the ground at the same time. He thus demonstrated, contrary to some an-
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